WALK & WORK TREADMILL DESK
TR1200 DT3
WORK WHILE YOU WALK WITH THE VERY BEST TREADMILL TECHNOLOGY

The LifeSpan TreadMill Desk leverages 45 years
of quality and biomechanics excellence from the
industry- leaders at LifeSpan Fitness. Blending
simple movement into the workday increases
productivity, boosts metabolism and encourages
healthy behavior, while preventing the risks of
prolonged sitting.
Designed to complement the workplace in form
and function, the TR1200 TreadMill Desk is
equipped with a silent motor, speeds that are
optimal for walking while working, and a sturdy
design ideal for community or
individual use.

KEY FEATURES
Productivity has never been exclusive to an
assigned seat. Gone are the days of
static,fixed workplaces. Employees are at their
best when they are unchained from an
allotted, stationary desk.
Unbridle your office space from archaic,
stagnant philosophies by encouraging motion
and independence in your communal areas.

THE WALK & WORK EDGE
Walking burns 3X more calories
than sitting

SPECIFICATIONS
Max user weight: 158 Kg
Speed: 0.6 Km to 6.6 Km

Activity in the workplace boost
productivity and creativity.
All new users experience no loss in
productivity once accustomed to
the product

Motor: 2.25 HP Continuous-Duty DC
Warranty: Frame Lifetime, Parts 2
yrs
and Labor 1 yr.

Learn more at: WalkandWork.co.za

TR1200 DT3 FEATURES
Designed for the office
Refined, contemporary design and long-lasting
construction make the LifeSpan TR1200-DT3 the
perfect addition to your office. Quiet operation lets you
stay respectful of coworkers while you walk for miles
each day without impacting productivity. High-quality
components suppress mechanical noise and subdue
vibration, keeping your focus on the task at hand.

Your Desk, Our Treadmill
The compact under-desk walking desk treadmill
guarantees a perfect fit and easy placement under
your standing desk for workplace fitness. Since the
step-up height of the walking desk treadmill will take
from the available height range of your standing desk,
the low 4.6” height will help you get the optimal
ergonomic position from your desk.

Legacy of Innovations
Business savvy and wellness ready, LifeSpan
technologies are devoted to improving your experience.
Onboard Intelli-Step technology detects each foot step
taken, keeping you aware of your daily step count. The
integrated Intelli-Guard safety feature ensures the
treadmill only operates when you are actively walking
supporting a safe work environment.

